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This collection of essays certainly achieves what it sets out to: using an

interdisciplinary framework, historicise the concept of hybridity and acknowl-

edge its geopolitical contexts. In four thematic sections the reader moves from

miscegenation in colonial and postcolonial contexts, and its public and private

manifestations, to mobilizations of hybridity within scientific discourse –

perhaps most potently in the field of genetics – and to the interplay between

science and culture. Part three explores the cultural implications and

possibilities of hybrid forms in terms of public culture, ritual, memory and the

body within the context of identity politics in South Africa and Polynesia. Part

four pushes this exploration still further by analysing the hybrid possibilities

produced by postcolonial/modernist theory itself in terms of (re)conceptua-

lisations of nation, history, culture, and self and the interplay between the

local, the national and the global.

The three contributors to this last section stopped short of interrogating why

hybridity is a term being mobilised by intellectuals worldwide, across

disciplines, as a ‘framing device’ to borrow Nicholas Thomas’ words. As the

three essays reminded us, intellectual traditions do not stand outside of the

geopolitical contexts they are describing. In their analyses of scientific

discourse, Haraway, Steinberg and Young emphasised how embedded and

complicit intellectual culture is in the production and reproduction of certain

knowledge at specific times and for specific political purposes. But what of the

other disciplines? I ask this question in the light of the editors’ comment that

the volume would pay particular attention to the institutionalized frameworks

through which hybridity circulates. Is the Academy neutral?

Clearly, this volume is a reflection of the fact that it is not. Contributors

illustrate how hybridity is the product of specific contexts and policies and

practices, supported by theoretical frameworks. Included here is the policing

of racial frontiers, the management of colonial subjects, nationalistic

impulses, social welfare or the manufacture of history and identity. But I

wonder why it has become fashionable to speak of hybridity and to apply it in

a critical sense to the past and present, especially since, as these essays

reveal, it has a long history of its own. Despite regimes of power, people have

always reacted in a multiplicity of, often expected, ways. But why are we now

able to see/read this in a critical light?

The book suggests that part of the answer to this question is globalization and

our postcoloniality. Indeed, the work was deeply relevant to contemporary

national/international reflections on broader questions of identity, and what

Stoler refers to in this collection as the tension between ‘inclusionary impulses
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and exclusionary practices’. In terms of hybridity we might as fruitfully talk about

exclusionary impulses and inclusionary practices. Clearly, these mould potential

hybrid manifestations. The focus of Stoler’s gaze is empire. For me, one of the real

strengths of the collection was the lines of continuity between the past and the

present, to what we might describe as continuing colonial impulses.

As I have suggested, the majority of essays focus on particular geopolitical

contexts: colonial Southeast Asia, Franco Spain, contemporary Britain, Latin

America, Islam, but they all have transnational appeal. It includes two meditative

pieces, one by Amal Treacher about coming to terms with her own hybridity as a

child of mixed parentage, and the other by Avtar Brah about her own experience of

cross-class empathy for a white working-class woman. This led her to map

processes of identification across class, race and gender. Their journies personalise

and particularize the global and underscore two central themes of the work

overall: ‘the unexpected and contingent results of lived experience and the fact

that we are not inevitably contained by that which seeks to produce us as bounded

subjects’.

The interdisciplinary framework was very useful: it offered a kaleidoscopic view

of both the debates and issues concerning hybridity and its historical and

contemporary relevance. It is itself a ‘hybrid’ collection. Furthermore, the constant

shift from the historical to the contemporary illustrated the long-term specificity

of the term. Nevertheless, the collection also whetted the appetite for more

discreet explorations of the term within disciplines – history, science, culture,

politics – perhaps, also, within comparative frameworks.

As an Australian historian, I was struck by the resonances of some of the pieces,

particularly Stoler and Coombes, to the situation in Australia. In the first instance,

anxiety about inter-racial unions and, more particularly, the outcomes of such

were as relevant to Australia as they were to colonial Southeast Asia, the

manifestations of which were alluded to by the editors. On the other hand, I was

struck by the links between the contestation over representations of national

history/ies in South Africa, particularly from the late 1980s and similar

contestations in Australia, centring on revisionist interpretations of sustained

frontier conflict between the Indigenous population and the European immigrants.

How, in the light of this evidence, do we re-write, if at all, Australian history and

how, if at all, do we commemorate it?

Having said that, I suspect that such an exercise would reiterate what seems to be

an underlying thread of the collection: the continued relevance of hybridity across

disciplines and differing socio-political and historical contexts, and the

constitutive and transgressive possibilities contained therein.

Alison Holland
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